TEAM BUILD WORKSHOPS

teambuilding@thecrucible.org
thecrucible.org
Thank you for your interest in booking a team build with The Crucible! Your participation helps support The Crucible’s efforts to provide over $100,000 in annual scholarships to youth and adults in our community. As a nonprofit, we’re dedicated to making the fine and industrial arts accessible for all ages, backgrounds, and abilities.

Prices range from $75-$95 per person, per hour, plus additional materials fees of $15 per person. Collaborative team projects include additional design fees.

Groups larger than 10 will need to schedule multiple workshops to accommodate the number of participants. These workshops will happen simultaneously.

We book for a minimum of six participants.

A 50% deposit is required at the time of booking.

Please book at least two weeks in advance.
Glass Sandblasting

➔ 2-3-hour workshop
➔ 6-8 people
➔ $75/per person, per hour

Sand blast your original design onto a glass tumbler, wine glass, pint glass, or votive to create a one-of-a-kind piece. Feel free to come prepared with a design to use. We have template designs available for use, but we cannot print original designs.
Hot Glass Sculpting

➔ 3-hour workshop
➔ 6 people
➔ $95/per person, per hour

Participants will gather glass from the furnace, apply colors, and shape and sculpt molten glass into a paperweight. Projects must be picked up at a later date. Please be prepared to work in the heat.
Flameworking Glass Miniatures

➔ 3-hour workshop
➔ 6 people
➔ $95/per person, per hour
➔ Available late summer 2022

Work with a small torch to heat glass rods that are shaped into snakes, hearts, or mushrooms. The process uses borosilicate glass and participants have a range of colors and techniques to create a uniquely colorful item. Projects must be picked up at a later date.
Glass-Fused Tile

➔ 3-hour workshop
➔ 6-15 people
➔ $95/per person, per hour

Learn to cut and shape sheet glass, then fuse the pieces together into a colorful mosaic tile of your own design.

Projects must be picked up at a later date.
Blacksmithing Forged Hook

- 3-hour workshop
- 6-8 people
- $95/per person, per hour

Participants heat metal to a glowing red and learn the basic techniques to shape a metal bar into a clothes hook.
MIG-Welded Phone Stand

➔ 3-hour workshop
➔ 6-8 people
➔ $75/per person, per hour

Participants learn the basics of wire-feed welding while creating a phone stand or business card holder. Bend steel sheet metal, then MIG weld it together to create a practical and unique piece.
MIG-Welded Candle Boxes

➔ 3-hour workshop
➔ 6-8 people
➔ $75/per person, per hour

Participants learn the basics of wire-feed welding while creating a votive candle box. Plasma-cut steel into unique shapes, then MIG weld them together to create a lasting keepsake.
TIG Welding

- 3-hour workshop
- 5-7 people
- $75/per person, per hour

With Tungsten Inert Gas (TIG) welding you can join dissimilar types of metals without compromising their integrity. Participants can make a small figure made from various pieces of metal.
Metal Clay Copper Jewelry

➔ 3-hour workshop
➔ 6-10 people
➔ $75/per person, per hour

Work with the magical material metal clay, perfecting rolling, texture, and carving techniques to create a copper miniature.
Jewelry Metalsmithing Keepsake

➔ 2-hour workshop
➔ 6-10 people
➔ $75/per person, per hour

Participants learn to anneal, cut, drill, hammer and texture copper or brass as they create their own unique metal keepsake that can be turned into a jewelry piece. Can be made into a 3-hour workshop.
Jewelry Metalsmithing Silver Ring

➔ 3-hour workshop
➔ 6-10 people
➔ $75/per person, per hour

Learn to make a simple silver band that can be textured and polished to a brilliant shine.
Decorative Copper Cuff

➔ 3-hour workshop
➔ 6-10 people
➔ $75/per person, per hour

Using a 6” x 2” piece of copper, you will learn to anneal, hammer, stamp, and roll-out texture. After the desired texture is achieved, you will shape your cuff and add finishing decorative touches.
Copper Enameled Tile

➔ 2-hour workshop
➔ 6-10 people
➔ $75/per person, per hour

Participants learn to fuse glass powders onto copper to create a functional coaster or wall art. Both transparent and opaque glass powders enable the creation of complex multi-layered designs.
Foundry Aluminum Cast Tile

➔ 3-hour workshop
➔ 6-8 people
➔ $75/per person, per hour

Participants carve their own designs into sand molds before molten aluminum is poured. The solidified metal creates a positive cast of the design.
Machine Shop Brass-Headed Hammer

➔ 3-hour workshop
➔ 6 people
➔ $75/per person, per hour

Learn how to safely operate a mill and lathe while working on a brass-headed hammer to take home.
Ceramic Mug

➔ 3-hour workshop
➔ 6-9 people
➔ $75/per person, per hour

Hand-build a small clay mug, then add texture and glaze to make your piece pop.

Projects must be picked up at a later date.
Shibori Indigo Dyeing

➔ 3-hour workshop
➔ 6-12 people
➔ $75/per person, per hour

Using natural Indigo and different resisting techniques, you will dye fabric to create a personalized Furoshiki wrapping cloth.
Leather Cardholder Wallet

➔ 2-hour workshop
➔ 6-14 people
➔ $75/per person, per hour

Participants learn to cut, pierce, fold, stitch, & stain leather into a one-of-a-kind cardholder wallet.
Leather Journal

➔ 3-hour workshop
➔ 6-14 people
➔ $75/per person, per hour

Cut, fold, and sew a leather bound bullet journal, then make it your own by adding texture, color, and shine.
Wood-turned Bottle Stopper

➔ 3-hour workshop
➔ 6 people
➔ $75/per person, per hour

Learn to operate a woodturning lathe and create your own unique bottle stopper.
Wood Carving

➔ 2-hour workshop
➔ 6-12 people
➔ $75/per person, per hour

Participants create a small wood object through carving, texturing, cutting, smoothing, burning, gluing, drilling and painting.
Handmade Wooden Box

➔ 3-hour workshop
➔ 6-8 people
➔ $75/per person, per hour

After a basic introduction to woodworking with hand tools, create a small, functional wooden box to take home.
Collaborative Team Projects

Work together with your team on a collaborative project that can be showcased in your office. These projects invite each person to make their own personal tile, which are then put together to create a larger group project. Custom team build pricing ranges from $75-$95/per person, per hour, plus additional special design fees. Must schedule at least three weeks in advance.
Collaborative Team Projects: Tile Mosaic

➔ 6-18 people

Your team can work together to recreate the company logo to hang in the office, or work from a design of your choosing. Some designs may need to be simplified. A decorative metal frame can also be created if your group size is large enough. Special design fees apply.
Collaborative Team Projects: Hanging Tile Project

➔ 15+ people (great for large groups)

Each person can create their own tile in either glass, ceramics, wood, or metal. The finished project will be all of the tiles hung together to display each person's unique creativity. There is also the option to add your company's name to the top of the hanging piece. Special design fees apply.
Custom Team Projects

If you already have an idea in mind, we also offer custom projects. In the past, we have done tables, chairs, free-standing coat racks, a bar, a throne, and wall-mounted sculpture. We welcome your ideas and will provide feedback regarding feasibility and cost estimates. These projects typically require 4-8 hours, and have additional costs for the design planning, extra materials, and the pre- and post-production work by faculty.

Custom team build pricing is $100 per person, per hour, plus materials fees that range from $30-$150 depending on the workshop.

Must schedule at least four weeks in advance.
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All students ages 12 and up must provide proof of COVID-19 vaccination before entering The Crucible. Everyone must wear masks inside the building regardless of vaccination status.

Review our health and safety policies for complete information.

Please inquire about outdoor team build options!
Ready to book your team build?

Cassie Punnett
Volunteer, Events, and Team Build Manager
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